
Course Syllabus

I. Welcome
II. The speed trap, be efficient but thorough!
III. What kind of damages can we face/cause?
…..A. Why does damage occur?
…..…..1. Surfactants make water wetter
…..…..2. As our technology increases, so does our risk.
…..B. Property
……….1. Salt/bleach residue
……….2. Oxidation
……….3. Paint issues
……….4. Rust
……….5. Windows
……….6. Pre-existing damage
…..C. Landscape
……….1. Three time killer
…..…..…..a) Sterilization
…..…..…..b) Caustic Burn
…..……….c) Salt – The real killer
…..…..2. Sensitive Plants
IV. Proper Masking techniques
…..A. Doors

This Spray Wash Academy certification course will take an in-depth look at property and 
plant protection techniques. From proper masking, identifying the most common job-site 
hazards, and protecting your customer’s property (and your liability!!!!), this course will be a 
valuable asset to your knowledge arsenal. In the plant education coursework, we will 
discuss the most sensitive plants, proper watering and masking techniques, draping, 
drainage, and much, much more. You’ll gain a practical working knowledge of the lifecycle 
of the chemicals we use, how they impact landscaping and exterior surfaces, and how to 
eliminate damage and importance of how to neutralize the most common chemicals we 
use. 


Attendees who pass the course final exam will be able to proudly display the Spray Wash 
Academy “Plant and Property Protection” certification logo on their marketing material and 
web-site. This is a must have course to show your customers you have the knowledge and 
training essential to keep their property safe!



…..B. Lights
…..C. Security Systems
…..D. Outlets
V. Landscape
…..A. Proper Watering
…..B. Pre, During, & Post – Wind dries plants
…..C. Root systems
…..D. Knock it off
…..E. Drape or not drape: what is the proper way?
…..…..1. Plastics Vs Tyvek
…..…..2. Timing
VI. Additional Roof/Building Concerns
…..A. To rinse or not to rinse – That is the question
…..B. Overshooting roof
…..C. Drift
…..D. Temperature
VII. Neutralization
VIII. Public Safety
…..A. Dry Spaces – Slip and Fall
…..B. Overspray
…..C. Lawsuits
IX. Wrap-up
X. Exam
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